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SESSION SIX TRANSCRIPTS 

 

Jay Welcome back to another session. How did you do with the homework 

assignment? Fascinating, wasn't it? It's amazing what a powerful impact those 

little changes can make in your business building activities. 

 

So now you have some direct experience of what is possible just from 

understanding that there are only three ways to grow any business or professional 

practice. You have been introduced to 30 different approaches you can use to 

increase your number of customers, increase the size of the transaction, and 

increase the frequency of purchase. In the last week, you've probably only had 

time to put a few of these approaches to work for you, but what I want you to do 

every week for the rest of the sessions is add one additional approach from each 

of the three categories to your marketing strategy. If you will do that for me, I 

can promise you a significant increase in your bottom line by the time you have 

completed this six-week program. 

 

Now today will be a change of pace. We're going to step back from methods and 

techniques and focus on what I believe should become your way of life, and that 

way is summed up in the word "Optimization." Optimization simply means 

getting the greatest return for the least expenditure of time, energy and capital - at 

the lowest possible risk to you. And this applies to everything you do. When you 

"optimize" you demand the highest and best outcome for every action you ever 

take, every activity you ever engage in; this does not mean greater stress or more 

time demands on you; it's actually the opposite. As you continue working with 

this program, you're building an approach to your business or professional life 

that liberates you and provides for consistent control and total predictability. So 
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you have more certainty and confidence in the future. You know you can and will 

create it for yourself at whatever level you want. 

 

When you "optimize," you increase your upside leverage. Now leverage refers to 

the amount of increase or improved results you can get an activity or action to 

produce for you. Let me give you some examples to make it very clear. 

Whatever business or profession you are engaged in, you generate customers 

through one or a number of activities. You run ads, you send letters out, you run 

yellow pages, you have sales people in the field, on the phones, in your stores; 

whatever mode of customer generation you utilize, recognize this very startling 

fact: it costs you the same fixed expense in time, money, and people whether an 

activity or action produces X results or 1 OX results or 1 OOX results. 

 

Stated very specifically, let's say you run half page ads and those ads cost $5,000. 

It cost you the same $5,000 whether that ad produces 5 customers, 55 customers 

or 155 customers. If you have sales people in the field, it costs you the very same 

amount to have that sales person working for you whether he or she closes 1 out 

of 10 people they call on, 1 out of 5, 1 out of2. You can start to see the 

difference it makes when you optimize the effect or the result of an action. 

 

Now let's focus on another factor that is overlooked by most everybody. It costs 

you the same amount of time, effort, and expense to generate a customer or client 

whether that customer or client transacts $100 worth of business with you, $200 

or $2,000. Likewise it costs you the same effort to generate a customer whether 

he or she buys one time and never returns, buys once every six months, or buys 

once every week. Are you starting to see the difference and the leverage you've 

got available to you if you can get ads that used to pull 5 customers, to start 
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pulling 55, and sales people that used to close 1 out of 10 people they called on to 

start closing 1 out of 3, and customers that used to buy $100 to start buying $300 

or $400 at a time, and customers who used to never come back to start coming 

back once a month? This is how you use those three ways to grow your business 

geometrically and exponentially. And as you can see now, it's easier to do it this 

way than the way you've probably been operating. 

 

The important fact to recognize is this: you've always had and you're in the 

possession right now of virtually unlimited upside leverage in the way you operate 

the marketing activities of your business or professional practice. It's totally up to 

you how far you want to take it. Optimization means that you are no longer 

content to have or accept lesser results than you are entitled to. 

 

It's probably becoming obvious now that all the barriers, the problems, the 

limitations that you thought were keeping your business down don't even exist for 

you. They certainly don't have to any more. Because when you optimize, you 

remove any false ceilings from your accomplishments. You are limitless in your 

ability to grow customers. You are unimpeded in your opportunities for 

improving and increasing the size of the sale or the transaction, and you have an 

unlimited array of ways you can get customers to keep coming back over and 

over again- forever. All you have to do is to recognize it and go back to those 

three ways we worked on the last few sessions and start applying them at your 

own pace to your business or professional activities. You 'II be amazed at how 

much more enjoyable and profitable your business or professional activities will be 

when you start optimizing everything you do. 
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If you've been under-leveraging your marketing activities, well now you've got 

the tools you need to change that almost overnight. Now you know how to 

optimize. And optimization means replacing current activities and methods that 

are under-performing with others that are more effective. Ultimately, it means 

developing the optimum business strategy for your enterprise. And, I'll be 

guiding you on how to do that in a later session. 

 

Optimization also means you'll be much happier with your results and you'll have 

more fun achieving them. It's totally liberating. 

 

Now, in order to evolve the most powerful business strategy, you must first be 

open to optimizing not only your business activities, but your business and 

personal philosophy as well. That is, the set of values upon which your enterprise 

and your personal life is based. Why? Because your present philosophy may not 

be giving you everything you want and deserve. If it were, you probably wouldn't 

be sitting here with me in this session. On the other hand, it may be that this 

session will serve to validate much of your present philosophy and underscore the 

need to communicate it more clearly to everyone connected with your enterprise. 

So you want to change your strategy by changing your business and personal 

philosophy to one of greater possibility. 

 

I want you to realize that there is so much more possible than your current 

philosophy may have allowed. You need to step outside your current frame of 

reference. So right now you're asking yourself, "What should my business and 

personal philosophy be?" I believe your philosophy will serve you best if it 

incorporates these factors: 1. Fall in love with your customer or client instead of 

your product or service. So many companies have it a little bit backwards. They 
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adore their building; they're so enamored with their technology, they're so proud 

of the fact that they are the fastest growing company in their city, or their 

industry, or their field, or the world. But that's not what it's all about. It's all 

about connecting and respecting and improving the lives or situations of your 

customers or clients. So you've got to be interested and focused on them, not 

you. It's not about you. It's all about them. 

 

This means a lot of things. It means sharing and appreciating and embracing your 

customer's vision. Understanding their dreams, their hopes, their fears, their 

needs-it means understanding and respecting and appreciating them and their 

importance to your business, to your livelihood. That they and they only are the 

basis upon which you exist. Were they not to see your business or your service or 

your profession as offering them benefit or advantage or protection, they wouldn't 

transact business with you. And guess what? You wouldn't have a basis for 

being here. They are very important. Understand, appreciate, and recognized 

that. 

 

Recognize how your product or service contributes or interacts to help make their 

business or their life more effective, more successful, more enjoyable, safer, or 

whatever benefit or result you bring to them. See beyond the limits of the buying 

transaction and recognize that your customers or clients are men and women with 

all kinds of hopes and needs and interests and problems and dreams and issues 

that influence their lives. Recognize that they have families, they have hobbies. 

Observe, understand, respect how they see life and their viewpoint. And even if 

it's not in total harmony with yours, appreciate it for what it is — it's how they see 

life. It's their reality. 
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Celebrate their joys with them. Commiserate with them when it's appropriate. 

Be there for them; not just as a seller of goods or services, but as a dear and 

valued friend. 

 

The second factor I believe you need to include is flexibility. You've got to stay 

flexible. Let me share an illustration that'll really help you get this. 

 

I was in Australia a while back, I was on my way home. It was on a big 747, fully 

loaded with passengers and gas — it must have weighed 500,000 pounds. A lot of 

weight. Taxied down the runway and almost went to the very end before it took 

off. We're in the air flying and we hit a lot of turbulence. 

 

As I looked out the window, I saw something I'd never seen before that both 

fascinated and disturbed me. Every time we hit heavy turbulence, the wing would 

flex up and down what seemed about 20 feet. At first it scared the 'begollies' out 

of me. But then I realized the alternative. In other words, what would have had 

happened if that wing was absolutely rigid and did not flex. Let me tell you what 

would happen. The first time we hit heavy turbulence, it would give and probably 

break off. You could imagine what would happen next. Not a pretty sight. 

I submit to you that the same implications apply to your business. If you're not 

flexible, if you are not willing to flex with the situations, to be sensitive, your 

relations will break. I don't want that for you and I think you don't want that for 

yourself 

 

You need to understand and appreciate your customers' or clients' point of view. 

Like when they may not be as happy with the performance or the delivery or the 

result they got from your product or service. You can't be mad. You've got to 
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be empathic. You've got to be appreciative of their position and do whatever it 

takes to make them happy, to make them feel connected to you, and to make sure 

that you stay connected to them. 

 

Flexibility means staying in touch with your customers' or clients' wants and 

needs. And using things like bonuses, guarantees, surprise gifts, extra efforts or 

services and terms that are responsive to those wants and needs. 

 

When it comes to flexibility, one of the best examples I can think of is Federal 

Express. Their philosophy is very simple: they do the ordinary in an extraordinary 

way, then they systematize it and apply it to their entire operation. And they 

humanize every exception. When there's a problem, when something doesn't 

happen the way it should for a customer, they treat that customer like they're 

gold. They make it right. They respect them. They extend themselves in any and 

every way possible and necessary to not only correct the problem, but to reward 

the customer for having the faith in them that they'll do it. Not only will they go 

all out to find a package that is lost, and if they discover it in a city far away, they 

will pay another carrier to ship it to your city. And they will even pay another 

courier to bring it directly to you door at any time, day or night. They will also 

cancel the charge and give you a certificate good for your next shipment 

absolutely free. That's the kind of flexibility you want to have in your enterprise, 

and it translates to customer and client loyalty and enormous profitability. 

 

Now here's the third factor. You must be able to clearly articulate your 

philosophy to the three sets of customers you have who must be sold on it. In 

other words, one of the major points of your philosophy should be to clearly 

express that philosophy to everyone who is critical to making you successful. 
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Now, who are these three sets of customers? Well, of course, one of them is 

obvious. But the other two are often overlooked when we think of who our 

customers are and all three groups often don't have a clear idea of your business 

philosophy. 

End of side 
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Group number 1 is your team members, your employees, your sales and service 

people, etc. Or your receptionist if you're an independent professional employing 

just that one person. You've got to understand that there is a clear chain of 

communication. You have a vision. You have a purpose. You have a 

philosophy. That philosophy is powerful and big and it impacts everyone. 

However, if your sales people, your staff, your receptionist and all the other 

critical players in the communication process don't understand and embrace and 

are not invested in it alongside you, they can't transfer it to the next tier of 

customers. 

 

And that next tier of customers includes your vendors, suppliers, support 

resources, advisers, professionals, etc.. Unless you have a strong relationship 

with them, meaning, they understand and are supportive of the real value you 

deliver to your customer or client, and support what you're trying to do, and your 

philosophy; you're not optimizing. And that will seriously limit your success. 

And the third group obviously includes everyone who buys products or services 

from you, your regular customers or clients. These are the people who write you 

the checks and give you their credit cards to process. However, they won't buy 

from you in the numbers, in the amounts, and with the frequency they would if 

they understood and believed in what you stand for. 

 

So let's summarize. These should be the hallmarks of your business philosophy. 

First, fall in love with your customer or client instead of your product or service. 

Second, stay flexible. Third, clearly express your philosophy to all three sets of 

customers you have who must be sold on it. 
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Now let's talk a little about your personal philosophy. Why? Because until and 

unless you optimize your personal philosophy also, and until your business and 

personal philosophy are in close alignment, you can't build your business or 

practice to the level you want. Why? Because you can't appreciate people at a 

high enough level. 

 

So, here's where it gets personal. It's all about your relationship with people, 

your partner, your children, your neighbors, your friends, people you meet on the 

street or at church. So optimizing your personal philosophy means that you 

become more and more interested in people and in the quality of your 

relationships with them. That you make up your mind to love and enjoy people 

wherever you find them and to experience the fulfillment that comes from being of 

service to them. 

 

And, here again, this means you need to stay flexible in how you relate to people 

and that you clearly communicate where you're coming from and this is where 

your business and personal philosophies meet. Because your customers are 

people. Your employees are people. And your suppliers are people too. And 

until you enjoy and appreciate people at every level, you cannot optimize 

effectively. So your business and personal philosophies will always go hand in 

hand. 

 

OK. Now that we've begun to optimize your business and personal philosophies, 

let's look at your business purpose. Your business purpose refers to how your 

philosophy is expressed in terms of delivering your specific product or service to 

your market place. I honestly don't think I've ever heard this clearly distinguished 

before, but it's very important to do so. Because when your philosophy has been 
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optimized along the lines we talked about here, you're automatically guided 

toward optimizing your purpose because your philosophy is correct. An easy way 

to remember the distinction between philosophy and purpose is to know that 

philosophy refers to core values while purpose refers to what you intend to 

accomplish based on those values. 

 

Once you clarify and optimize your philosophy and your purpose, you can write a 

mission statement of your purpose that will continue to inspire you and everyone 

connected with your enterprise. It's like one of my clients said to me recently: "I 

want everybody on a crusade. My sales people, my receptionist, my service 

department- everybody." And that's what you should want for- everyone 

involved with your organization also. 

 

And never forget that your crusade is all about your customer or client and not 

about you. And when you really get that, everything else begins to fall into place. 

Your customers start buying from you more often, referring more people. Your 

employees start coming in early, staying late, extending themselves at a level you 

never thought possible. Your supplies and vendors start looking out for you 

interests. Your community starts noticing you. Everyone you deal with, in 

business and outside business or your profession, starts looking at you differently. 

And maybe for the first time in a long time or the first time ever, you start 

enjoying the day-to-day process of being in business. 

 

So, if you've thought primarily in terms of making a profit, you must now redefine 

your business or professional purpose from the customer's or client's perspective. 

Now that you've fallen in love with your customer or client as the basis of your 

philosophy, you will have a natural desire to protect and benefit them at the 
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highest level possible. With this in mind, you should recognize your higher 

purpose for being in business. 

 

First, remember that people are buying results, benefits, answers, pleasure, 

fulfillment; so this is what you should primarily be selling. Not products or 

services. Providing these to your customers then becomes your higher purpose. 

 

For example, many real estate agents don't value their services very highly until I 

point out to them the impact those services have on their clients' lives. When I 

get these agents to realize that it's not just about getting a commission. Instead, 

it's about helping a family get into a wonderful home they otherwise thought they 

couldn't afford. Or it's about helping a family get out of a house so that they can 

move on in their lives to a bigger or smaller facility. Or it's about helping 

newlyweds start their life in a wonderful community; or helping a family take their 

children to a better school district; or about helping a couple acquire a piece of 

real estate so advantageously that years from today, when it becomes retirement 

time, that family has built for themselves an incredible nest egg. When you look 

at your purpose from that point of view, it makes what you do very exciting and 

gets you pretty darned proud of the contribution you make to your customer or 

client, doesn't it? 

 

So notice what happens. When the hallmark of your philosophy is to fall in love 

with your customer instead of your product or service and you clearly articulate 

that philosophy to all concerned, your higher purpose automatically becomes 

executing that philosophy. How? By promoting, selling and delivering the 

specific benefits your customer is actually buying. And when you do that 

consistently, you profit handsomely. 
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What naturally follows from your customer focus philosophy and purpose is that 

you become a dedicated innovator. You cannot bring the greatest value to your 

customer or client until you do. Being an innovator means continuing to develop 

new and improved ways of adding value. Innovation and adding value not only 

includes selling at a lower price and adding bonuses or premiums, but also longer 

warranties, offering more benefits, or educating, instructing, guiding customers to 

realizing greater benefits from your existing products or services. Your 

customers will tell you where you can add value. So ask them. This will 

automatically position you as a caring customer-driven enterprise. You will then 

improve your marketing approaches to communicate and promote the greater 

benefits you offer to your customer or client. 

 

Effective marketing is simply the process of educating people to the advantages 

and benefits you offer them, and compelling them to choose your products or 

services over those of your competitors. It's like the ancient Greek story of the 

two orators, Pericles and Demostenes. You may remember it. Greece was at 

war, and all the townspeople met in the square to discuss what to do. Pericles, 

being the famous orator, stood up first and spoke eloquently for about an hour 

and a half When he was done, everyone remarked what a wonderful speech he 

had just made. Demostenes, on the other hand, was just a citizen; but he cared 

passionately about his people and his city. He stood up and spoke from his heart. 

And, when he was finished, everyone rose and said, "Let's march!" 

 

Now which do you want. Do you want your customers to say, "Oh my. What a 

great speech."? Or do you want them to march on a crusade into your store and 

into your offices, buying your goods and services over and over and over again 
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and referring their friends and neighbors and colleagues continuously? The only 

way you can expect that outcome is if you become passionate about them and 

committed to their best interests. It's not complicated or mysterious. The whole 

process is very predictable now that you understand it. 

 

You cannot succeed in fulfilling your philosophy and purpose until you become 

effective in marketing. You must impact people through a variety of approaches 

since different people see value in different ways. Remember the Parthenon 

model? Understand this basis for expanding your marketing effort and improving 

its effectiveness. The Parthenon is not all inclusive. It is meant only to illustrate 

what is possible and to offer you the added security of a variety of approaches 

that work. We'll talk more about this in our next session, but for now, keep in 

mind that if you expand the ways you market your products or services, you 

increase the number of people who will see and recognize the benefits you offer. 

 

Since your philosophy is to put your customers' or clients' needs first, you owe it 

to your perspective customers, as well as your current ones, to communicate this 

value to them in as many cost-effective ways as possible. To be most effective 

and 'impactful', again, you must optimize your marketing approaches and 

everything else you do. And two very important factors to making this all work 

are systemization and measurement. 

 

Once you discover what works best in your business or practice, you must evolve 

a systematic approach that keeps it going. And, towards that end, you must 

constantly measure how your marketing is doing in terms of impact and 

profitability so you can know what to continue, modify or replace. Systemization 
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and measurement need not be difficult, and it's wonderful to realize that you 

never again have to waste time, effort, money, or resources. You will always 

know precisely how well everything you do actually performs. This is another 

reward of being committed to a life of optimization. 

 

We will be focusing more on systemization and measurement in a later session, 

but for now, here's what I want you to do. During these next three days, I want 

you to first, look through the yellow pages, study the ads closely, and notice how 

other companies and professionals sell their products and services. Remember, 

we're trying to borrow success practices from other companies. 

 

Then, I want you to get in your car, drive to the nearest industrial park, and visit 

many of the businesses there. Walk in and ask those business owners what they 

sell, to whom they sell, and how they sell. You will be very fascinated and 

pleased by how open and responsive they are to these questions. 

 

In addition, I want you to visit a large shopping center in your community. Go 

into every store and notice how many different ways the stores try to influence 

and persuade you to buy. By doing this you will find so many different 

philosophies and marketing approaches you probably never even thought about. 

Be open to adopting those that will help you optimize your own business or 

practice. 

 

Follow through on all three tasks and spend quality time at the end thinking about 

the implications and the opportunities these experiences have opened up to you. 

Then, when we get together for the next session, we'll talk about what you've 

learned. Until then, stay interested in people and keep optimizing. 
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END OF TAPE 

 


